Two Hundred Tormies"
Attack Sig Ep House
Proving that Halloween is not
all fun and games, a group of "at
least 200" dormitory residents attacked the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house at 234 S. 11th St.
Monday night.
Drew Boucke, freshman pledge
of Lambda Chi Alpha, said, "It
surted over by the dorms, when
the crowd of at least 200 guys
started getting out of hand. At
first, they were just throwing dirt
and grass at cars, but then they
began to chant, ’Kill the Greeks’,
and moved onto 11th Street.
"My pledge brother, Mike Ulery,
also a freshman), and I ran from
them to the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house, The dormies began to chant
’Dormies, dormies,’ and began
throwing eggs and stuff at the
Sig Eps. Mike and I and the Sig
Eps went inside, but the dormies
began throwing rocks, breaking
windows in the house.
"We started to go outside, and
just then, Mike caught a rock
in the head. I got hit in the back."
Dave Alvord, a pledge of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, got hit in the forearm with another rock. None of
the three was seriously hurt Two
windows in the Sig Ep house were
broken and the street was littered
with debris thrown at the house.
After Ulery was knocked down
by the rock, approximately 20 Sig
Eps ran across the street toward
the crowd of dorm residents, who
ran back to the dorms.
Dave Williams, a member of

Book Talk Today

Chinua Achebe is one of the five
or six best novelists in the world
today, according to Dr. Harry
Galley, associate professor of history.
Dr. Gailey will discuss "Things
Fall Apart," by the African author,
at the Book Talk, today at 12:30
p.m. in moms A and B of the
cafeteria.

Obscene Phrase
Cuts Meltzer Off

Sigma Phi Epsilon, said, "Now
the Spartan Daily will write how
the Greeks rioted on Halloween.
We always take the blame for
these things."
Boucke agreed, saying, "I’m
afraid the Greeks will be criticized
for all this. I don’t understand
why they (the dorm residents)
had to throw rocks. Water bal.
they’re relatively
lonos and eggs
harmless. But this was purposeful
vandalism."

Halloween Prank
Causes Coed Cry
The ladies of Hoover Hall cried
Monday night, all 200 of them.
Cause of the massive cry-in were
tear gas capsules that had been
set off on the lawn in front of
the dorm about 10:30 p.m.
Although the girls were told to
close their windows after the capsules were set off, much of the
gas had already seeped into the
dorm. Tears were the order of
the evening.

By JERKY TOWN", Nil
Spartan Daily stuff Writer
"Open Mind," the new KSJS
program which left the air Thursday night when a "profanity" was
aired during a taped interview, is
cancelled.
Station adviser Charles Chess,
drama instructor, told the Daily
yesterday that Dr. Clarence Flick,
station supervisor, made the final
decision to discontinue the show,
which was moderated by ASB Attorney General Ira Meltzer.
During the show Meltzer presented a taped interview with
Alan Kopke, SJS senior, who was
arrested last week in the Navy
van demon.strationa
Several minutes into the interview, Kopke made a reference to
a bodily function, which Meltzer
later described as "slang for urinate," strictly against Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC) regulations.
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Photo by Vince Streano
UNIDENTIFIED DORMIE demonstrates the
thoughtless and immature action that characterized the dormies’ Halloween. After a "fun -filled"
time of attacking cars on 10th Street, the
dormies made their way to Fraternity Row where

they continued their demonstration against the
Sigma Phi Epsilon house. With the arrival of the
San Jose police, the dormies fled to the safety
of their red, brick sanctuaries.

ORDERED OFF
Chess, who was listening to the
program at home, called the station and ordered student program
director Seth Katzman, who had
not previewed the tape, to take
the program off the air.
Katzman did so, substituting
music. At this point, according to
Katzman, "several drunk people"
some of whom were to have participated in the program, "tried
to enter the control room and
commandeer the mike," again
strictly against FCC regulations.
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Meltzer was not involved in the
attempt to take over the station,
and actually helped Katzman persuade those involved to stop, according to Chess.
Katzman then removed the station completely from the air. Moments later, after the radio piracy
attempt had dissolved, Chess arrived. Security officer Frank
he believes that the California
Wood, who was called to the scene
State College Student Presidents’
by Gordon Greb, associate profesCommittee,
Service
on
the
Community
Interviews for 12 positions
Association (CSCSPA) is a more
sor of journalism, also arrived too
effective organization. CSCSPA the sponsor of the Campus Blood Drive, Thursday, Nov. 10, will con- late to be of any assistance.
deals with the California State tinue today in the College Union at 2:30 p.m.
NO CHARGES
Colleges only while ASGUSA has
The Community Services Committee plans and sponsors all comnationwide membership. Council, munity service projects of the ASB.
Chess said no charges will be
however, deciding that ASGUSA is
preferred against either Meltzer or
necessary, appropriated $650 to
those who tried to take over the
send two students and an adviser
KSJS broadcast.
to this year’s convention.
"This was an educational situaDennis Janich, a member of the U.S. Navy’s famed Construction tion," he said. "Things like this
Battalion (Seabees), will present his picture of the war in Viet Nam happen many times on college camtomorrow at 8 p.m. in ED100. The SJS chapter of the Young Republicans is sponsoring the program.
Janich, veteran of 10 months in the combat zone, will show 200
Today is the last day to buy slides depicting routine military life, the people of Viet Nam and
your copy of "The Rule," engineer- battle scenes. The sailor was a participant in several recent operations.
ing student magazine, according to including Hastings, Paul Revere, Macon, Double Eagle and Georgia.
Bob Pfister, Rule editor. The magThe Seabee will explain the Viet Nam situation from a military
azine is being sold for 25 cents in person’s point of view. Janich has volunteered for another 10-month
the Engineering Bldg. lobby.
tour of duty in Viet Nam.
One feature article in the maga"How
to
Brag
Inzine is entitled,
offensively," according to Pfister,
Stan Kenton and his orchestra
will appear at 8 tonight in Morris
who said the article tells how to
The Zu, an out-of-sight South Bay band, will be appearing at Dailey Auditorium as part of the
write a resume.
1966 Homecoming celebration.
This is the first edition of the tonight’s Co-Rec, 7:30-9:30 in the Women’s Gym.
magazine to appear this semester
The theme of Co-Rest will be "Roam’ Twenties," in line with
Tomorrow, Queen Suzi and her
and features Cyndi Lyons as "Rule Homecoming. A chug-a-lug contest will be the feature event with a court will appear in the Spartan
Mate."
given
as
a
prize.
live alligator to be
Cafeteria at 10:30 a.m, together
The Zu, including two SJS students, Steve Dromensk, lead singer with old time piano playing by
and Don Zirilli, organist, has developed one of the classiest sounds in Marty Behnke.
the area. The rest of the group features Mike McLemore, lead
Behnke, SJS music student, will
guitarist; Jim Shippey, drums; and Jim Rush, bass.
feature music of the 1920s in keeping with the Homecoming theme

PARTAN DAILY

Tonight’s Concert
Now Starts at 8
Tonight’s jazz concert with Stan
Kenton and his orchestra in Morris Dailey Auditorium has been
changed from 8:15 to 8 p.m. since
the group has to catch an 11:15
flight out of San Francisco, Dwight
Cannon, instructor of music, has
announced.
Tickets may be obtained at the
Student Affairs Business Office for
$1.75 or at the auditorium door if
any tickets are still available.
Music of the 1920’s will be featured by the 20-piece band, which
is appearing as part of this year’s
Homecoming Celebration.
Professor Cannon, adviser to
SJS’ Jazz Ensemble, describes
Kenton’s music as "neophonic," a
new concept in jazz in which he
brings out different sound-sources
and combinations of instruments
with emphasis still on jazz."
He adds, "Kenton’s music has
always been rather progressive and
experimental in nature, which enhances the listening experience for
jazz followers."

’Open Mind’

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

lot. 54
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Four SJS Students
To ASGUSA Meet
Four SJS students are on their
way to Norman, Okla., today for
the Associated Student Governments of the USA convention, tomorrow through Sunday, Nov. 6.
Vic Lee, ASB vice-president, will
represent ASB Pres. Jerry Spolter
at the convention, and Perry
Kneisel, junior representative, will
be the alternate delegate. Hal
Smith, adviser to student government, is another delegate.
Bill Clark, national director of
operations for ASGUSA, and Gary
Kleeman, chairman of the Western
U.S. and Hawaii region, will also
attend the convention.
The convention will feature
seminars on academic freedom,
student judicial systems, parking
problems and yearbook and humor
magazines, according to Kleeman.
According to Lee, the SJS delegation is going "in an observing
status. We will evaluate the organization and present a report to
Council as to wether SJS should
continue as a member of ASGUSA
or not."
Spolter was opposed to SJS’
membership in ASGUSA and said

nettuf 8piei4
Committee Slots Open

1

Seabee Shows Slides

Today Last Day
To Buy ’Rule’

By .It’DY WALTER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
One in three residents of Santa
Clara county is attending school
one in seven an institution of higher learning. By 1970, there will be
an estimated 110,000 more students in this area seeking admission. The question plaguing many
educators is "will there be room
for them?"
San Jose State has not escaped
this "race for space." This year’s
record enrollment of 22,000 Is approaching full capacity. The state
has set SJS’ enrollment limit at
23.000.
NO ROOM
John Simmons, area coordinator
for Proposition 2, commented that
"many kids in this area will have
to look elsewhere to go to school
unless facilities are expanded."
How would SJS benefit from
passage of the bond issue? The

plan allocates $7.3 million to the
college based on estimated needs
for the next two years. Another
$3.7 million would be available
from federal matching funds and
state tidelands oil revenue.
The bond funds would be used
to purchase land needed to square
off the campus under the master
plan. The campus would extend
from Fourth Street to Tenth
Street and from San Fernando
Street to San Salvador Street.

Co-Rec Tonight

NEW LIBRARY
The funds would also be used
to equip the first phase of the new
science building, to acquire working drawings for a new central
library at the site of the present
home economics building, to begin
remodeling of Centennial Hall
(which will eventually be occupied
by the Psychology Department),
and to establish a campus fire
alarm system.
The other funds would be used
to install air conditioning in the
education building, to construct a
corporation yard, to provide working drawings and construction of
a holier plant, to purchase a book-

store and to acquire additional
land.
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark
stated, "Passage of Proposition 2
is vital to San Jose State College."
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
"Although the bond issue funds
will meet needs for the next two
years." he continued, "the urgency
of Proposition 2 is in the future
development of our campus.
"Without these funds our $51
million Master Plan will be delayed several years forcing us to
work under the same makeshift
conditions now facing us in classroom space and faculty offices.
"Many groups have already indicated their support for Proposition 2, including Association of Independent California Colleges and
Universities, Coordinating Council
for Higher Education, NAACP. our
local chamber of commerce, Metro
A, Assodated Student Body, Alumni Association and the Advisory
Board.
"We have the support of the
major local and state groups," he
said. "Now we need the votes."

Lockout Vote
Seen Today
In Council
"Something will be done about
the lockout resolution . . . hopefully," said Vic Lee, chairman of
Student Council.
The resolution, originally presented to council three weeks ago
by Bob Stahl, senior representative, has been in the Campus
Policy Committee since.
It is expected to come out of
committee and be presented to
council fur a vote at today’s meeting.
The meeting will be chaired by
John Graham, Vice-chairman of
council, since Vic Lee is leaving for
the- ASGUSA convention in Norman, Okla.
Proposed amendments to Act 14
and Act 17 will be debated today.
Amendments to Act 14 concerning
the Orientation Committee would
change the number of faculty advisers from one to two. Amendments to Act 17, concerning the
freshman camp committee, would
set the number of faculty advisers
at four.
The External Policy Committee
is expected to present a report
on the KQED request that SJS
sponsor a series of 39 films on
folk music at a cost of $200 each.
The request was sent to the committee for study last week.

Homecoming Festival
Gets in Swing Tonight

Need Prop. 2 Approval
In SJS ’Race for Space
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is th second
of two articles examining Proposi
(ion 2 on the November ballot, a
$230 million bond issue for college
and university facilities.)

vises. It definitely shouldn’t have
occurred, however."
"It’s too bad, too," he said, "because here was a valid, exciting
program and, well, they blew it."
Regarding program conduct and
review, Chess said "I don’t see any
reason to put a watchdog on this
type of thing."
He admitted, however, that the
station could be cited, fined, and
even lose its license if the FCC
decided to press charges on code
violations.
Chess was not concerned about
repercussions, howeve r. "We
would have heard by now if anything was going to come of it,"
he said.
-

of "Roaring Twenties."
At the same time head song
girl Hilary Goldwater, will lead
her fellow song girls, Cynthia Berkinshaw, JoAnn Sobey. Kathi Rodrick, Mary Hansen and Joan deFerrari, in a Charleston. The song
girls will dress in costumes of the
20s.
Tomorrow night Grand Marshal
William H. Poytress will be honored at a banquet at Villa Felice
in Los Gatos. A 7 p.m. reception
will be followed by an 8 p.m. dinner and program. Tickets for the
$4.50 dinner are on sale in the
Student Affairs Business Office.
Friday has been set aside for
Dress -up Day. Students, faculty
and administrators have been invited to dress up in the attire of
the 1920s,

SJS Wins Awards
In Press Contest

HOMECOMING QUEEN Suzi Seydel cranks
the prop of a plane from San Jose Piper Sales
that will fly the Queen and a lucky Homecoming
button winner to the Nut Tree for dinner. Look-

by r.svn Stout
ing on are George Walker of S. J. Piper Sales
and members of the Queen’s Court: Cynthia
Berkinshaw, Hilary Goldwater, Kathy lmwalle
and Cynthia Whiffed.

The SJS Journalism and Advertising Department has been award.
ed two first place awards in the
annual Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society, college
press contest.
The awards were made to last
semester’s Sparta Life, for campus
magazine, and to Mark Hall who
was graduated last semester and
is now a graduate student at Univeisity of Missouri, for the best
radio or TV newswriting or commentary.
The awards will be presented
during the Sigma Delta Chi national convention in Pittsburgh,
Nov. 9-12.
SJS was one of four out of 93
colleges and universities to receive
two wards this year.
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FRANK SWEENEY
Last Saturday was supposed to by a
rockin’ out time at a certain well-known
apartment around campus but it ended up
being a sordid commentary on a certain
small 11 hope) segnsent of SJS students,
A well-planned, well-organized keg party
was sceduled for the evening with keg
beer, live band and a guest list of several
hundred fun-seeking students.
It started as scheduled but it didn’t
finish that way because a few unknown
slobs with 1Q8 that make a moron look
like a Nobel Prize winner started is little
fun on their own.
The party had gotten off to a fine
start. The band sounded better after each
beer. There was the usual mob scene each
time a new keg was opened. Finally someone even realized that very little beer
was being consumed during the "animals
at the watering trough" act and organized
a line.
All in all it was a good party at the
perfect place to hold it. The building
is constructed with the pool area in the
center and apartments all around, thus
all the noise goes straight up instead of
down the street to nottcollege neighbors.

SAN JOSE STATE
Adv. Mgr.

DICK DANIELS

Editor

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial

Black Power Needed
Power is the key to prestige and
progress.
It unlocks the door to advancement
and opens the cell bars on the jail of
social resistance.
This is the message that the Black
Power advocates preached this weekend in their conferences at Stanford
and Berkeley.
Seeing the world through the blinds
of their (mil self-interest, they often
distorted the view from their own foggy
windows. Their extreme statements of
prejudice and misuse of power by
v,hite leaders were over over-zealous,
but not irrelevant.
A hypocrisy does indeed exist in
the American political and social
realm. Doors of opportunity have been
barred to Negroes.
It is understandable why these Negro Black Power advocates can decry
what they feel is the white man’s hypo-

critical effort in the eiNil rights itioement.
Communication between the races
breaks down over this issue. By failing
to understand the necessity of power
for an effective interest group, the
white American looks at the small
slit in the door of opportunity and sees
an opening for any person of any race.
The Black Power advocate looks at
the same slit and sees the agony of his
brothers as they get caught in the doorway. He notices that a white man stands
by as a silent doorman.
The threat of violence is an unavoidable accompaniment of a power
move. Violence, however, is not the
key to progress and equality. The fearful latching of opportunity gates by
whites is not a solution to violence.
All interest groups must have power
to be effective. This fact must be recognized before the door of communiJ.B.
cations can swing both ways.

Thrust and Parry

Student’s Arrest Questioned
Teaching Assistant Asks
’No Persecution’ for Views
Editor:
Last Wednesday afternoon about 4 I was
walking across Seventh Street toward the
cafeteria when I noticed a crowd gathering
at the Navy recruiting truck. A student holding a sign which stated "Napalm burns chil-
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dren too," was discussing his opposition to
the war with another person when a third
party suddenly attacked the student carrying
the sign.
A state college policeman was on the scene
within minutes and made an arrest for disturbing the peace. The student arrested was
the one carrying the placard, not the one who
attacked him. The officer apparently did not
see the one-sided fight, but he did see a student with a sign opposing the war.
Regardless at whether a person supports
a government policy, he is supposed to have
the right, under our Constitution, to state
his opinion. I am sorry to see that this right,
at least in one case, was dependent upon
the political beliefs of the policeman present.
Let’s hope the future brings no additional
persecution of those people who have opinions
differing from our own.
John E. Ellis
Teaching Assistant in Chemistry

Peace Corps Committee
Editor:

Yesterday’s Daily carried a front-page story
In which I was described as a returned Peace
Corp volunteer. I’m sorry to say I can’t claim
that honor, but the rest of the description
was accurate. I’m serving on the Peace Corps
Committee designed to do liaison work with
Mr. Kuykendall’s office in San Francisco, and
I’d be happy to hear from any SJS faculty
members who would be Interested in joining it.
Robert D. Pepper
Asst. Prof. English and Humanities
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Knife Sharpener

$4.50

Electric Fan
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TV SPECIALS
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to ASH students,
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By JIM BREWER and
DIANE TELESCO
Spartan Daily ASS Reporters
CHAPTER 2
Animal Council was at the pond and
the meeting was in progress.
Mr. Squirrel was very bitter. "I propose
that we have dinner," he said. "We can
use some of the winter acorn supply."
"No," said Mr. Owl, the wise chairman
of Animal Council. "We cannot do that.
For if we did, we could have no acorns
left for the long winter months ahead."
"Mr. Owl," said Mr. Opossum, who had
been straining to catch his attention, "I
disagree. I suggest that we direct Mr. Fox,
the Head Animal, to form an ad hoc
committee to study the situation."
At this point. Mr. Bear, who did not
like long discussions, said "I move to limit
debate to five minutes."
"Seconded," said Mr. Fawn.
Mr. Squirrel tapped his cigar ashes
I. But there was not
angrily in the
much else he could do.
"May I have permission to direct a queslion to Mr. Fox?" asked Mr. Opossum.
"Point of information," interrupted Mr.
Squirrel. "Just how germain to the subject
is this?"
"Out of order," said Mr. Owl. For he
knew that Mr. Squirrel was trying to
chase the council up a tree. Mr. Squirrel,
as is characteristic of most squirrels, likes
to play games. And chasing Animal Council up a tree was Isis favorite game.
"Please direct your question to Mr.
Fox," the wise old owl told the opossum.
"Mr. Fox," said the opossum, "I am
directing you to appoint some council
members to an ad hoc committee to study
the situation."
"If you will please go through the chair,

Mr. Opossum," spoke the wise old owl in
a grave voice.
"I am sorry," replied Mr. Opossum.
"Please proceed," said Mr. Owl.
"Objection," said Mr. Chipmunk.
"Yes, Mr. Chipmunk," said Mr. Owl.
"I make a motion to adjourn this meeting," said Mr. Chipmunk.
"Seconded," said Mr. Raccoon.
"All those in favor?" said Mr. Owl.
"Point of order," said Mr. Squirrel. "Dinemssion was not called for."
"Any discussion?" asked the wise old
owl.
No one raised his paw. Mr. Squirrel
smiled, content that the game had been
played like the rules said.
"All those in favor?" asked Mr. Owl.
But before anyone had had time to vote,
Mr. Opossum objected.
"Point of inform;tion," he said.. I do
not believe my directive to Mr. Head
Animal received adequate consideration."
For, although Mr. Opossum afforded others little consideration, he expected full
consideration from them.
"I believe that Mr. Fox answered your
question to the best of Isis ability," said
Mr. Owl, showing signs of irritat. .
"Debate time is up," shouted Mr. Rear,
tilting haek 011 his heels.
"Animal Council," said Mr. Owl in a
very solemn tone, "Your actions so far
have been typical of action at every meeting we have. You do not listen to one
another, you seem to be thinking up
additional questions when being answered
by the party to whom your first question
was addressed, you show no respect for
one another. Yet you complain when the
other animals condemn us and call us
’Donald Duck.’ To me such action is entirely justified when you behave as you
have been behaving. Now as chairman
of Animal Council, I have the power to
adjourn the meeting at my discretion.
Councl members, meeting adjourned."
MORAL: He who interrupts most has
the least action to boast.

free laundry and afterationS

Contour Pressboards (were $7.95) only $1.49

H.C.A. (was

EDITOR’S NOTE: As Monday’s fable reported.
the forest was burning down as Animal Council
took refuge in a small pond.
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All Appliances Guaranteed Usable
Irons

A Modern Fable

Students:

Savings
on Small Appliances!

44 N. Market
29.1.998O

46 Race St.
295.3811

BAND ON THE BALCONY

free home cooked meats

Just put. the hand on Hie second floiir
balcony and the beer keg on the pool
deck and let ’er rip.
Around 10:30 one of the San Jose boos
in blue came in the front door and a few
people jokingly inquired if he had paid
his dollar for the hand. Pretty soon a
whole squad came in and it was like the
writing on the wall.
The unpopular announcement came
over the microphone that due to property
damage the police would be back with
the paddy wagons unless the party broke
up right away.
Needless to say, the party did cease and
several hundred people filed out the door
muttering unkind remarks about the San
Jose police and the situation its general,
looking for something else to do.
What most didn’t know was that it was
the manager of the apartment who was
one of the organizers who called the police
because a brainless minority among the
party-goers had broken several windows.
and torn off an aluminum bar which
opens one of the doors.
OVER BEFORE IT STARTED
Because of a few college men (sic) who
aren’t mild brighter than a rusty nail,
this party was over before it really gist
Waded. A few jerks had fouled up the
night for the rest.
A keg party has never been busted at
this apartment before, but these characters
turned the trick by acting like a bunch
of kids who haven’t reached the age for
toilet training yet.
It’s really a bad scene when the manager
of this place has to call the police, because
Ise likes at much fun as anyone else.
The situation can be compared to a
person who has a few guests over for
dinner and a couple of them steal the
silverware. Only in this case they just
"mangled" the silverware and left it there.
The fine line between fun and vandal.
ISM was stomped on Saturday night, and
it makes an unsavory reflection on the
rest of the college community.

(*This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

free use of family car
free supplies (shampoo, perfume,
razor blades, soap, etc..)

SPECIAL

Fly home on PSA
for only S11.13

SWEATERS

PSA spoils you for any other Wine.
727 Fan Jets: Los Angeles/Burbank 13.50
San Diego 19.85
Super Electra Jets: Los Angeles 11.43
San Diego 17.78
All fares plus tax
San Francisco/781-0818
Oakland/835-2555
Los Angeles/778-0125
Haywood-Burbank/787-475fl_,
248-8437 San Diego/298-4811
or your travel agent.
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Now 69c
Golden West Cleaners
25 S. 3rd Street
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Notable Photography
Highlights Classic Film
By JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
"Picnic on the Grass," IL. Dejeuner Sur L’Herbei is totlays
Classic Film, to be presented at
3:30 in Mortis Dailey Auditorium
and at 7 in JC144 formerly TH55.

The 91 -minute film, with French
dialogue and English subtitles, is
in color. It stars Paul Meurisse,
Catherine Rouvel, and Jacqueline
Morane.
The film was chosen by Niles
Peterson. assistant professor of
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Are you police officer material? You are if you have 60
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English for its remarkable photography, use of colors, and visual
images.
Jean Renoir, is the Prixiucer, director and writer. He is noted tor
his Chekhovian style, in drpictinrr
"serious or comic events which occur out of the ebb and flow of
existence," according to Rollin E.
Buckman. associate professor of
speech, and coordinator of the
series.
"Renoir does not make films
that are plot ridden," he said. "The
director reveals characters in their
social interaction which may or
may not affect other characters.
He insists on an open-ended, loosely constructed plot."
The story, according to the New
Yorker. concerns "A staff), aristocratic professor of science, bent
upon popularizing artificial insemination as a means of improving
the human animal, who gives a
picnic in Provence for his equally
stuffy and aristocratic fiancee;
helping to serve the picnic party
is an exuberant Provencal peasant
girl, whose primary interest in life
is having babiesshe little cares
by whom.
Soon a wondering shepherd,
complete with goat Rnd flute
strikes up a tune, the mistral (a
cold wind) starts to blow, and the
professor and the peasant girl are
literally hurled into tech o.her’s
arms. From that point on. what
happens is just whatever happens."
The New Yorker points out,
"Picnic on the Grass" is as much
fun as a barrelful of morkeys and
makes just about as much sense.
. . . Renoir hadn’t the slightest
notion of where he was heading in
this picture from one day’s shooting to the next; the results are a
triumphant vindication of the artist as improviser.
A noted Parisian magazine, Le
Figaro, sail, "Here we discover
the great Renoirand with what
pleasure!"
In Lcndon. Sight and Sound
magazine said the f:Im was "full
of delight and inpudence...."
"The Provencal setting, filmed
in color, is fantastically beautiful;
as Yeats one() wrote of another
place, ’That is no country for old
men’," concluded the New Yorker.

Walk in now for
Moderate Prices
Hofbrau Style Food
plete Dinners
1.70

Kosher Style Corned Beef

1.70

T

Turkey

1.70

13tirago Style Pastrami

1.70

Roast Turkey Leg

1.55

COMBINATION

PLATES

Any 3 meats
Any 2 mcats 1.95
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include clitoice tof Barbecued Brans,
tor Macaroni. Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun.
Ballroom Leasing.

sociation of College and University Residence Halls, Miss Toni
Boscacci, sophomore history’ major from Royce Hall, Miss Laurie
Beiwick. junior art major.

from the of fire of e. n. richmond

WHOLESALE DIAMONDS
r0

Banquet Facilities.

Hotel Rooms from $85 per month.

Cellist To Perform
Popular Dance Suites
"The cello is pi edisposed to
gravity. It can dance, but it
cannot, like the violin, be skittish," J. A. West rup of the Bach
Society admits.
He adds, however. that "Bach
has wisely chosen to write
suites in which the prevalence of
short, light and even frivolous
movements counteracts the cello’s natural disposition to solemnity."
The campus community will
have a chance to hear Bach’s
seldomly performed Suites for
Unaccompanied Violoncello at
8:15 p.m. Friday in Concert Hall
when Swiss cellist Henri Honegger presents the Suites in G
Major, No. 1; in C Minor, No. 5;
and in C Major, No. 3.
A second program Monday, also
at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall. will
include the Suites in D Minor,
No. 2; in E-flat Major, No. 4;
and in D Major, No, 6.
Tickets may he obtained in
the Student Affairs Business
Office for $1.50 to students for

RADIO
KSJS-F31. 90.7 me. today
5:00-5:40 p.m. Spartan Program
with Marc Roberts
5:40-5:45 p.m. Lockheed Digest:
News of science and
engineering
5:45-5:5.5 p.m. Spoils with Hal
Ramey
5:5543:00 p.m. Spartan Newsline
with Rich Shypertt
6:06-6:35 p.m. Dinner Jazz: Eric
Stromberger plays modern
music with emphasis on relaxation.
655-700 p m Spartan Spectrum:
Campus news
7:00-7:15 p.m. lialdtP11 Echo
7:15-7:30 p.m Moments of Literature: Readings by SJS students.
7:30-7:55 p.m. Folkways
7:55-8:00 p.m. Spartan Spot tsline
with Gary Whitman
8:004:55 p.m. Concert Hall
8:55-9:00 p.m. Spartan Focus: a
close look at a news story of
the day.

50%-75% Below Retail Prices
.4 unique merchandising operation makes offer possible.
All dualities
All cuts
.111 sizes
PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

. . .

a single concert and $2.50 for
both. Admission to others is $2
for one program and $3.50 for
two. Proceeds will benefit the
SJS Music Department Scholarship Fund.
The Six Suites are expositions
of popular German. Irish, French
and Spanish dances in which one
finds, as one critic notes, "Bach
inspired by the simple joy of the
people, the popular dances, the
elegance, the perfume and the
intensity of his faith."
Honegger, who studied under
Pablo Casals, presented the first
complete performance of the Six
Suites in America in 1950.
His most recent Bay Area
appearance was as soloist with
the Swiss Romande at the 1966
Summer
Stanford
University
Festival.
The cellist also has appeared
with orchestras in Paris, Buenos
Aires, Madrid, Copenhagen, Montreal, Vienna, Berlin, Brussels,
Stockholm, Dublin rind Prague,
among others.

354-8178
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keilaurard
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292-1266

1401 S. 1st

THE NATION’S NEWEST,
BEST TASTING DOUBLE-DECKER!

Make this your year

toYAMAHA
Swing into Spring on a Yamaha
Newport 50. This lively one has
all the conveniences. Stepthru frame, 3- speed gearbox,
automatic clutch and optional
electric starter. And how about
that price! The Newport 50 is
the lowest priced way to Yamaha.
It’s the easiest way to enter the
Swinging World. And it’s safe too
... if you can ride a bicycle,
you can ride a Yamaha. Come on.
Come in and let us show you
why our Yamahas, with proven
Oil injection, are the top-selling
2-strokes in the U.S.

IP M

295.2626

is the Red Barn’s

BIG BARNEY
popular doubledecker hamburger sandwich. Here’s a sandwich
that’s big in
enjoyment! Big Barney includes two grilled patties of
beef, a slice of
melted cheese, crisp,
zesty pickle and a special savory sauce ... all on
tasty, toasted double-decker bun! Head for the
Red Barn. Meet up with Big Barney and eat up for
less while you’re enjoying the best!

1111

every way ... especially in eating

iNik$1.110.11: CC.,PATIOH

Discover the Swinging World
St Yamaha at

creamy,

BOB CHAVES
MOTORCYCLES
676 Auzerais

to coincide with your

racatittrt

Big Year)
Spare is limited, so make your reservation now!
(Our 1th

Meanie

a

293-1260

New York, round trip, DC8 Jet, only $193
Chicago, round trip. DC-7 Jet. only .:133
Both these low fares include! tax
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Mill

lip :aid Mail ThiN Bet...nation to:

THE W IN
WRANGLER
IS NO LONGER
SILENT
Wrangler ladies stretch jeans are
’.,
A 10 on,
back on the
’
.,en and
denim blend
Sti 55.
WESTERN OUTFITTER

liarter Flights
112 Market St.
Fraorisre,
115.131.7515

BETTER THAN
THE BEST
AND COSTS
MUCH LESS!

199
YAMAHA

CHRISTMAS U I A WITH El it ITS

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

91102

The Workingman’s
Store

Name
Address

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

B

COSTUME CREW, from left, Darlene Loran, junior drama major,
and Donna Kersten, senior drama major, work on wardrobe for
upcoming plays. Next campus production is "The Land of the
Dragon," a Chinese fantasy. The first performance is scheduled
for 4 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 10. Tickets are on sale at the SJS
Box Office between 1-5 p.m. Cost is 50 cents.

1.70

Virginia Baked llam
Roast

tended the recent weekend conference of the Pacific Coast As-

On the Air Today

KXRX, 1500 kes. today
7:50-7:55 p.m. Spectrum News
with Gary Price
8:30-8:35 p.m. Sportsline with
Gary Whitman

Roast Easirrni Beef

iv! Clark. junior social
Miss
sciontv both from Washburn
Hall, traveled to the meeting
held at the University of California at Santa Barbara.
Twelve colleges and universities we re represented at the conrevolved
Discussions
ference.
around residence halls’ programs
:ind problems.

Three SJS coeds miresenting
the Inter-Dormitory Council at-

TELEVISION
KNTV, Channel it, today
8:25-8:30 a.m. Campus Report:
SJS News and Sports
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the favorite.
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*SUCH DISCOUNTS*
WE BUY -TRADE -RENT
0

1199 El (AMINO

141 -AWAY
NOW
BEST SELECTION!__UNBELIEVABLE

SAVINGS

614

BRAND

1 .5i.S51,6

’On

t Ll I -L 2SDNITED

AUT031ATIQUE
,e,VkilLOCITE
FALCON -SQUAW
MusTANG
MANY OTHERS
BRAND NEN
PLASTIC
to 29.99 ,BOTT0111

9

BRAND NEW
i’AMOUS BRAND
lace Boots
V,Ilues to 49.50

MEN’S

NEW

_

I:: BOYS’ - GIRLS’

S:ate Farm
Insurance Co.

Ralph T. Lumley

(iSTRETCH

PDXY.SKI5

i aa

_

292-8677

Sweaters

See a
complete line
of H.I.S.
casual slacks
in
MACY’S
ze.r

TIGER SHOP
valley Fair

Macy’s

99

5".

1999

DATINCi,
WOZiC

OR IN
SCHOOL OUR CLOTI-EE:,
WILL MALE.
YOU BLOW

2.99

YOuR
COOL.

LIST PRICE

COTS sroVES

Em
19 I.

MODS-REELS 1/2 OFF
OVER 5000 RODS & REELS
TO CHOOSE FROM -EVERY TYPE
HOOKS 5c1SWIVELS9_coRIES-30-71

GOLF

,

MITCHELL

SPIN REEL
rb:A
ST FIR
19.95

Beg.

999
,304

tramural program will start Friday, Nov. 17.

Berg’s has just received
a shipment of new H.I.S.

men’s clothing: jackets,
slacks and shirts. Come
in and see them.
52 S. First St.
295-0868

10th & William
Open Daily at 4 p.m.

1,.Vra

City - & al top name brands-Hurry

Bend -0

HI’NCH
Deadline for hunch basketball
entries is Thursday. Nov. 10.
The new sport to this year’s In-

H.I.S.

Formerly Pizza Haven

AIR
MAll TRES!,

ellHarnell-Luxor.lieddonQuick-Roddy-PfleugerSouth

96 C. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

RED RAM

50% OFF

from
GUNS
from 1.99
GUN CASES .
GUN RACKS .....from 2.99
29.99
SHOTGUNS ......
16.99
27 RIFLES

BOWLING
Friday is the deadline for entries in intramural bowling. Forms
may be picked up in and must be
returned to the Intramural office,
MG121.
Director Dan Unruh has also
scheduled a bowling team captains’ meeting this afternoon In
MG201 at 3:30 p.m.
The teams, which will bowl twice
a week, will consist of four men
and an alternate.
TURKEY TROT
Thursday, Nov. 10 is the deadline for entries in the annual turkey trot.
The race, scheduled for Tuesday, Nov. 22, will be run down
7th St. from the cafeteria to
Spartan Stadium and back. The
course will cover 2.9 miles.
There will be an Open Division
for runners who have competed
on a junior college or four-year
college track team. Entries in the
Open Division will be handicapped
by a board of judges.

Competition will last for 30 minutes or until one team reaches
50 points.
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WHITE STAG

WE 1 DE-RENT-BUY Hand Guns-All Types
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41 no
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Stale Farm
Insurance Co.
95 E. San Antonio St.
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Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

with the world’s
largest auto insurance
company and save 25%.
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tRUNSand

battled the Bear runner through!out the race but fell to the pace
set by Walden. Gomez finished
second, far ahead of his nearest
compet dot’.
Jim Letterer and Bob Kelley
hope to bring the Stanford Indians
from the bottom after they weie
soundly defeated by the Spaitans
two weeks ago. SJS captured the
top seven places to set a record
in the dual meets between the
two schools.
West Valley will not field a complete team, but will have their
top runner, Wendell Smith, com-

SAT. 9 TO 6

OPEN ’ill 9 EVERY NITE

sKi BOOTS:

25%

If

MOUNTAIN VYaIREKSINHIRE
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seeking his :,,
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New York Athol,
captured thst place
match.

The dominant pack of Spailans
that includes Byron Lov,iy, Stek
ltrcwir .lim Sullivan, Bill Lao
don Pon Iclernmer. Russ Mah,,n
Dae Lower
Gtairge \V. I, jlist to Mention
foss. will pet form before Kira,
fans for tho hist time this seas,,i,
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LAR1S liii IRN S
Tom Lois
Ii) the course
win at Santa
a week. The
Club member
in Saturday’s

for a comeback. He was among the! champion in 1965 has stated that
I t op five Spat tan runnels before he plans to compete in the meet.
The Santa Clara Youth Village
t he injury sidelined him prior to
the Stanford clash two weeks ago. I is composed of se%eral former SJS
runners. Heading the list are Joe
HOPES TO IMPROVE
Neff, Ken Noel and Tom Tuite.
Chris Miller, who will run LinAndy Vollmer, SJS runner last
II:wit:at will b. back to improve
year, will be competing for the
Athens club.
Cal will he engaged in a big
match Saturday, so some of its
top tanners will not make the
trip to San Jose,
Bob Walden. the only bright
spot for the Bears in San Jose
last Saturday, will attend, however Walden captuicd first place
in the Cal-SJS frosh race and
ran a faster time than Bub Price,
considered the Bears’ best runner.
Walden’s opinion of the race
and the Santa Teresa course was
aply described when he stated,
"Boy, six miles is sure a long way."

intramurals

Free on Solid,-

Alai

Youth Villai;e, Stanford, Cal and
some runnels front West Valley
Junior College will tie for lop
honors.
: Outstanding runnets will be 1,1
!abundance at the tiii.et

Previous tt in.: have come in the
Long Beach State Invitational.
Sacramento State Invitational. Cal
August was one of the pleasiiiii
Poly triangular meet with Fresno surprises for coach Ti acy Walters
State and Cal Poly, Stanford and Satutday, placing 12th and run- I
GAMES SECOND
GEORGE WEED
ale
last Saturday’s win over Cal.
ning the 5.7 mile Course in
Ralph Gamez, an outstanding
... seeking comeback
211-7099
The club has also been invited than 30 minutes. A at
track prosepct for the Spartans,
to the NCAA championships in surge has helped Aueu-t aain
Ills third place finish which he
in Lawrence. Kansas, set for spotlight with alfVel :11 of his teal:.
week
:mewle d
21.last
Clean, Modern
Nov.
mates.
Rich Delgado, Athens’ top run- =
Brunswick ’Tables
Weed has been injuted the I ,s Her, is also scheduled to run in
Teams from Athens Athletic
2
Club in Oakland, Santa Clara two meets and will 111‘ .1. I
the meet, the largest at San Jose
this year.
FOOTBALL
Ken Moore, NCAA steeplechase
The Hulks battle the Fruits and
OFF
the Red Horde meets Me and
Them today in the sonii-linal: of
REG.
the independent intramuco footRATES
ball playoffs.
The Hulks and Red Horde wan
On Aufo Insurance
convincingly Monday in opening
games. The Hulks shut out SAE
No. 2, 33.0, while the Red Horde
allowed the Federates to score only
two safeties in winning, 19-4.
Dan Miller paced the Hulks
throwing four touchdown passes of
60, 40. 30 and five yards. Erle
Winkler caught two.
you were a
averMike Riley, Lew Kidd and Ron
For Curls wil.11 Swirl,
age your last semester,
Smith scored touchdowns in the
it’s Nellie’s.
Red Horde’s victory.
insure
50
The winners of today’s games
SO
will meet for the independent
sayaway
lankAmeritati
championship, which was won by
1st National
lellie 3
/.5709
(bathe at Cash
Me and Them last season, Mon294-40811
day.
The all -college title game will be
OPESLJM):t1OTO5
staged Thursday, Nov. 10.

0
0
0
0
I’

SJS is coming off its fifth
straight win of the year and is
1,,oking to end the regular season
with a win in its own meet.
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STARTER SETS PligrNss
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Mon. ANY 8" PIZZA -69c
Tues. SIDE ORDER OF
SPAGHETTI -35o
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Slacks

Press -Free Post -Grad Shirts and
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150 GLASS OF BEER
Thurs. HAPPY HOURS
$1 PITCHER OF BEER
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Games Too Long, Too Short
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Plagued by Punctures?
We are now able to "puncture proof" your tires with the revoiut,onary, new AIR SEAL.

Spartans, Vandals Find Clock Costly
By LEE J1.11.LERAT
Spartan Daily Spurts Editor
If football games were only a
few minutes longer, the SJS gridders might find themselves two
wins better in the record column.
_AS

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
lust present your stuff or
ASB card
Movie & Still
*Cameras *Supplies
* Projectors* Equipment
developing printing
rentals repairs

Sag Pade
CAMERA SHOP

And, conversely, if they were a
bit shorter, the University of Idaho might also stand a little taller.
But second halves are 15 minutesand both teams possess 2-5
won loss records.
Barring a tie, someone is bound
to improve this weekend when the
two tangle in a daytime battle in
Spartan Stadium.
SHORT CLOCK
The Spartans found the clock a
little too short for the second
time this season against the University of Pacific last Saturday.
Another couple of plays and the
footballers might have spoiled the
Tiger Homecoming.
In the first game of the year
at Stanford, xi miler problems
helped betray the Spartans, who
lost narrowly, 25-21.
In both instances, the clock
stopped desperation drives.

Idaho has found the final minutes deadly.
Against Washington and Washington State, the Vandals have
seen leads disappear as the northern schools have rallied for clutch
wins.
The Huskies dropped Idaho 13-7
in the closing minutes in the Vandals season opener while Washington State squeaked to their win
14-7 two games ago.
For both teams the season has
been one of disappointment.
Idaho, with All-Americans Ray
McDonald and Dick Arndt, expected ’66 to be their most successful in recent history. Instead.
the Vandals have stuttered.
SJS. after outstanding efforts
against Stanford, Oregon and Cal,
saw two weekends of nothing and
another of frustration.
Despite record performances by

quarterback Danny Holman, the
Spartans are in danger of finishing
below the .500 mark.
Already the holder of passes attempted, and completed, most yards
passing, most yards total offense
for a single game. Holman is nearing the season records in those
departments, including season pass
completion percentage.
Idaho, behind the rushing of McDonald, is seeing its rushes books
also being revised. A senior fullback, McDonald had all ready revamped the Vandal journals midway through his junior year, and
is adding to them this year.
TOP RUNNER
Among the nation’s rushing leaders all season, he ranked No. 3 in
the ground department going into
last week’s battle with Oregon,
which the Ducks won 21-6.
Used as both a genuine threat

and decoy, McDonald makes the
Vandal attack jell.
Attempting to relieve pressure
on the 6-4 back, Idaho has moved
to a stronger passing attack. Expecting to take the air route more
often against the Spartans Saturday, the Vandals have moved Steve
Garman into the starting quarterback position.
Quarterback John Foruria, who
gave the Spartans difficulties last
year with option plays, has been
relegated the No. 2 role.
Strong in the line. the Vandals
boast three already tabbed by the
pros as future picks in Arndt, Ray
Miller and LaVerl Pratt.

SCENES
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STUDIO
396 South First
292-6778
-Dead Heat on a
Merry -Go -Round’
"Cat Ba!tau"
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We offer you, "The Smoker" the
most complete assortment of pipes
tobacco cigars cigarettes lighters & accessories for
every type of smoker. Smoking is
not a side -line with us
it is
specialty.

Crest Pipe

Op

"43 years in the pipe business"
47 North Firs1 Street
297-0463 _
1teserdr" .../4010’

Where
elbows
are out,
Pendleton’
are in

E
FIRE
MOTH PROOFING
ODOR PROOFING
ANDMILDEW PROOFING

"YOU CONTROL’.

BILL &COIN
CHANGER

ON EVERYTHING WE CLEAN!
Waterproof your garments
long garments 50c
short garments 25c

355 N. SAN PEDRO

Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Colo., have two repreCUSTOM CLEANERS
sentatives on the trans in Jim
481 E. San Carlos between 10th and 11th
Thames 1111(1 William Kozman.
College of San Mateo and University of San Francisco each ere************************ ****** ****** *******
placed one player on the team.
Mike Ivanov, who has led the
Dons to an undefeated season thus
far, was selected along with Peter
Mrs. John Doe
Silverstein of CSM.
194 East Any Street
Anytown Sail Jose
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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MONEY SAVING COUPON
..

..
1000 Name Labels

1
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75,
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NATIONAL PROMOTIONS
Box 16320, Son Francisco, 94116

E.

HARD TO BELIEVE . . . BUT IT’S TRUE! 1000 fine
quality personalized labels printed with any name and
address or other wording with rich gold trim for only
75c postpaid! Beautiful plastic gift b5included FREE!
Printed on fine quality paper with new style invisible
gumming.

E

= Name
E (Please Print)
Z= Address
=
E City

First Name

-initial

Last Nam.

Zip
Code

State

Fifty years ago we only made ’aeroplanes’.
(See what’s happening now!)

Be the early bird.
s.c

Take your shoes to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
291-9929
43 E. Santa Clara

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE ’II IV

YES
All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th

EV

1

FIRST SHOT
Lindores, SJS junior varsity
coach and grad student will also
be getting his first shot at the
Olympic Games. He has been playing soccer for 15 years and is currently playing in a semi -pro league
In San Francisco.
Halfback Sermol comes from a
soccer playing family that includes
brother Joe, player on the SJS
undefeated club. The older Serrnol
has been playing soccer for eight
years.
University of California at
Berkeley will be represented in
the U.S. Olympic Western Re-

1245 E. Santa Clara Blvd. ta. 26th)
297-9639

COIN -OPERATED

lacini, Former Spartans Gain
SCREEN In ’68 Olympic Soccer Trials
gional Trials by two former players. Jim Tarpley used the same
form in the goalie position that
brought him All-American honors
while at Berkeley. Former teammate Scott Cauchois, also a grad
student at Cal, was named to the
club. He is scheduled to see action in either the halfback or inside positions.
INDIANS NAMED
Stanford’s Jon Cox and Bill Pal
mer were named to the team as
inside and wing, respectively. Cox
may also play center halfback.
Other Stanford representatives
are halfback Peter Moock and
fullback or center halfback David
Wytock.
Chico State College, although
winless on the season, placed one
member of their club on the Olympic hopefuls. Ron Harnish, who has
been playing for eight years, plays
Inside right.
Junior College powerhouse City
College of San Francisco also
placed a pair on the club. Tom
Samuelson, who can play either
halfback or wing, and Con Shishkian a right fullback were tabbed
by the coaches of the respective
schools that participated.

KING GULF SERVICE

ASH & WAX

245 South First
Prompt and Courteous Service

There will be a touch of SJS
Included when the second leg of
the U.S. Olympic soccer trials are
held at Spartan Stadium Nov. 12.
Gary lacini, member of the SJS
varsity soccer club, Odin Lindores
and Hap Sermol, both former
Spartan soccer stars, were named
to the 16-man team that will play
a team composed of players representing the United States Soccer
Football Association in the Nov.
12 trials.
The contest will be only a part
of the day-long festivities that will
Include a soccer clinic and a noon
luncheon.
lacini was selected as a center
halfback on the elite team. His
official capacity at this time is
as an alternate, but only because
he sustained a slight ankle injury
in the tryouts held in Spartan Stadium last Thursday night. SJS
coach Julie Menendez did not
know the extent of the injury, but
it was believed not serious.

AIR SEAL ,s warranted for 20,000 miles
and costs less in time, effort and money
than rapairing a flat tire. Puncture -Proofing- 2.50 per tire. (10% off to ASB cardholder: I
Ask about our other moneysaving discounts to SJS students.

licliCanIrl

RESERVE NOWPAY LATER
Air fares, round trip, to:
$217.65
New York
217.65
Philadelphia
233.00
Washington, D.C.
249.50
Boston
200.00
Honolulu

1

,Ww

They’re authentic 100% virgin
wool Pendletons, to be sure
hut tailored with a taper, box
IN pleat, hanger loop, button-down
, eller and bobbed -off sleeve.
, In plaids, stripes, checks. Great
F All rolors. S.114 -L-XL.
VINIMINAIOT.O ’10
"FOIEKOLgrOt

1

N
O
o

AL WAYS VIRGIN WOOL

ART MARTINEZ
Men’s Wear
C. ner of First & San Carlos
Open. Mon., Thurs. & Fri. nights
until 9 p.m.
Bankomericard
We validate parking tickets.

All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"

We have block space
via TWA and A.A.L.
jets departing Dec. 17,
9 a.m. to the East.
RETURN ANY DAY

SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED
Notice: Student stand-by 11 ael
In force from Dec. 15-24 and
Jan, 2-4.

297-8000
Don Davis
San Jose Travel Service
223 S. first St.. Son Jose

JIM MARTIN
Aroht Tau CM,.
says
1 Bought My

Cflk
INSURANCE POLICY
because
. Guarantied by a Pp
Corn pans’
. . . Nro War (dause
... En-twice Benefit, at
.Sperial Rates
Pretniuni, Deferred
until you are out of
school

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline ... contact
Jim Harriet
J. M. Eaton

Frank Hoey
Darwin Shoop

fidelity Union Life I
SOS S I 0th St.
,:e15 6700

Boeing 727 troet

Engineers & Scientists:

Campus Interviews, Wednesday, November 9

In 19I1, .1 he Boeing (ompany’, ,areer
was launched on the wings of if small seaplane. Its top speed was 75 mph.
Now, hull a century later, we can help
you launch your career in the dynamic environment of jet airplanes, spacecraft, missiles, rockets, helicopters, or even scat:raft.
Pick your spot in applied research, design, test, manufacturing, :service or facilities engineering, or computer technol
ogy. You can become part of a Boeing

program-in-being, at the leading edge of
aerospace technology Or you might want
to get in on the ground floor of a pioneering new project.
You’ll work in small groups where
initiative and ability get maximum exposure. And if you desire an advanced
degree and qualify, Boeing will help you
financially with its Graduate Stud) Prow drrl at leading universities and colleges
near company facilities.

Often it will be sheer hard work. BM
we think
want it that way when
you’re helping to create something unique
while building a solid career. Visit sour
college placement office and schedule an
interview with our representative. Boeing
IS an equal error tunas employer.

7EZA’AC

.i,etas,
st,,,ile &
Divisions Comm, /I
Inlormanon Syureno
Space
supertords
R’ichila Also, Boeing
transport term(
&len*: Research Laboratories
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0-SPARTAN DAn.T
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L.A. School Reps
To Interview Here

Spartaguide
TODAY

accepting tutors to fill positions at
local elementary schools-nu exArab-Amerlism Club, 330
perience needed. Contact Frank
11162.
eviinan Club. Newman Center, Hernandez. Is1WF, at 11:30 a.m. to
Representatives from the
1 p.m. in ED 325.
Filth Street. Today is All Saints’
Angeles City Schools will visit the
Parapowology Society. 7:30 p.m.,
I)ay. Masses will be veleta:uteri at
campus Thursday, Nov. 17, to in- the Newman Center at 11:40 am . E132. Dr. Gina Cerminara, famous
author and lecturer will speak on
terview elementary and secondary 1 2:40 p.m., 4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
teachers for niiii-ear opening. In -1
Humanists On Campus, I HOC’, "The Current Case for Reincarnaterviews will be held in the Place- 7:30 p.m., C34I60. Plans for the tion."
teachers for mid -year openings. In- semester will be discussed.
Chess Club, 8 p.m.. ED411. Chess
terested candidates are asked toi
SCTA. 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.. learn elections and discussions at
sign up for an appointment twolEID32.5. The Tutorial project is still the first exhibition of the year.
weeks prior to the interview date.
Baptist Student Fitton. 7:30 p.m.,
Irrit**********************
Ride Assured -- Be Insured
Ml 1221. Rev. Bill Pate. Chaplin of
Mt MOP:YULE INSURANCE
the Correctional Institutions of
I Al or See:
Santa Clara County will speak.
John Ma:snarii Insurance
Everyone is invited, fellowship
1268 Lincoln Ave.
San lose
tall 291-8083 or 293.8086
of t erward.
e
k mance Your Premium
*1
chemical Engineering society,
***** *******************

Men. sow

-has ing

products arc

rcalize the face

well known,

ou hase ina:s

he

your own.

If our prices Reeds, high,
liernember. Se’re an loner 10th turret

’399

inc. tax
Round Trip

Come in for a treat ...
itting on our shabby

From San Jose
to London:

fountain stools.

June 13

No bubbling pots to brew our prescriptions -

From Paris
to San Jose:

Just fresh. nesv drugs that defy description.

Sept. 10

am

Call
Prof. David Mage

College Pharmacy
formerly Armstrong’s

at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

292-5502

1 Ot h & \\’ihlians

Job Interviews

-416111w

7:30 p.m., E132. Bernard Patricide,
process technology superintendent
for the Monsanto Company, will
speak on "Chemical Engineering in
Manufacturing."
Sigma Nu Alpha (Nursing Division), 3:30 p.m.. CH227. Speaker
on Mexican -American vulture will
be Mrs. Margaret Sumner, assistant professor of the Anthropology
Department.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., E147.
TOMORROW
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m.. Chapel on Oa. corner of
10th and San Carlos Streets.
Delta Phi Delta, Honorary Art
Society, :4:30 p.m., A206. Election
of officers.
Women
Associated
Students.
3:30 p.m., ADM229. Judicial Board
Meeting.
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, 9 p.m., E247. Jim Berney,
Northern California director of
Inter-Varsity will be speaking on
"The Christian View of Selfhood."
Young
Republicans,
8
p.m..
ED100. Political education committee features slides and narration
on Viet Nam.
Rho Epsilon, National Real Dilate Fraternity, 5:30 p.m., Ill. This
is a business meeting. Committees
will be formed to plan activities
for the remaining portion of this
semester and for the spring semester.
Sigma !1Iti Tun (Society for Med
teal ’f’eclualclans), 1:30 p.m., S326.
llonte Economics Chapter, 7
p.m., College Chapel and HI. Initiation of new members will begin in a business meeting. Miss
Maude Ashe, home economics professor, will be the guest speaker;
she will show slides from a recent trip to India.
ecoming Conunittee, 2:30
H
p.m., IA conference ronn.

:21111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

RECORD
SALE i
1.98
1
mono

FRIDAY

electronic eircuit design, production supeivision.
l’orporAt lois.
Burroughs
RUS.
Worthliston Consolation. ME.
Adm., marketing
wanted
for sales and systems ’mignon- CE, other Engl.. needed in Ind.
Equipment atul putmes turbines,
MerS.
Peat, Marwick and Mitchell & etc.
Department of Education, State
Co. Accounting major. needed as
of Hawaii. Deadline lor interview,
junior accountants.
secondary eduWestern Microwave Laborator- in elementary and
is this
ies, Inc. EE majors (or positions as cation teaching positions
interested language.
R & D phases solid circuit develop- Friday. All
arts, math, science, industrial arts.
ment.
social studies and counseling ma Shell Companies. Aectg., & fiii" ’,quested to sign up.
nance, mgmt., mktg., real estate &
- ins., MBA, lib. arts, math for accountants, creditors, data processing, economists, finance and marPiano & Beale Combo
keting salesmen. purchasers, transcc,nta,.
Don SuraCe between 7.9 p rn.
portation personnel.
City Hefbrau
Garde.
Signeties Corporation. EE, phy297-2002
sics, Bus. Adm, majors needed for I*

2.98
stereo

WANTED

sfowaisi-

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa

-2

E.

Clara St. ONLY

Sale ends Friday,
November 4

waumzesuR CLIP THIS COUPON mauALEUF
and S1.49 is good for a comNight Dinner regularly
$1.79) any Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday through November 30. Soup, salad,
vegetables, beverage; choice of entree and
desserts.
This coupon

to

pLETE Family
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cpartan
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right on campus
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
THREESPEED bicycle with basket and
used two weeks. Jim Silva,
Holl. 294-6019.
Band,
bar
an
BOAT PARTY.
p.m. to 1 am.. cruise on S.F. B.sy. Nov SPARTAN TRAILER, 13.35. One half rent,
.
.
11.250. 289-2136. 28618th. $IO a couple Fisheonan’s When
F, p.m. Ken.
,,,, jack on / 4
Deadline Nov 4th. c,
Paul at 293-7867
-11-11-CKETT SLIDE RULE. Dual base log
case. $18. Call Dave at 295 SAILING AROUND WORLD. 3 to 4
after 6 p.m.
or $250 b
years. Need two men r
wren, draf PICKETT SLIDE RULE (yellow scale),
Nov. 15th. Average
I
experience
,hor case. Real deal for $8. TR-3 fop
status no orev,cus s
.nr.0 $15 eoch. 969.0145.
Call Bob Har,s 261 31’, .-er Wed ,
Thurs 292.3210
FRIDAY FLICKS. ’
Daley
Taylor d
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

WANTED: Mature girl for babysitting.
Rooms and board, plus salary. Call before
NEED: Rinky.Tink piano player for week- 6 p.m. 298-0612.
ends at Frontier Village Amusement NEED HOLIDAY CASH? Earn Xmas
Park, Call 225-1500.
money working evenings. Telephone
UPPER CLASSMEN: Earn $2 to $4 per sales. Commissions only, but potential
hour or more. $1.50 per hour guaran- earnings above average. Experience not
teed. Sell Life magazine by telephone necessary. State-wide political publicafrom our air-conditioned downtown of- tion, openings in Palo Alto & San Jose.
fice. 4 blocks from campus. Fleoble 297-9475 until 9 p.m. John Tate.
hours and daily incentives. Call 298HOUSING 151
5433.
HELP

WANTED 141

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

AUTOMOTIVE Ill

LC

-

MALE ROOMMATE wanted. Two bedroom, furnished apt. 641 S. 11th, *10.
Call 293-6433.

f--7

APT. IN HOME. Bedroom, lining room,
& bathroom. Kitchen facilities. Prefer
married couple. $65, utilities paid. 253
S. 16th. 293-0831.

’64 SPRITE. R/H, new brakes and carpets. $960 or best offer. 598 S. 9th St.
#15. Call 286.8068.

GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share apt.
two blocks from SJS. Very nice. Call
286.2429 or 948-3053.

’61 FORD. White, two door, excellent
condition, one family car. 294.2910.
Sandi Green. Room 237.
’64 HONDA 150. Very good condition.
Motor overhauled. Call Rick at 739-7447
after 6 p.m.

KENNEDY HALL Three contracts for
sale. Immediate occupancy. Call 2870668. After 12:30 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM furnished apt. Three
blocks from campus. $120. 65 S. I I th St.
298.2038.

’63 PLYMOUTH Sports Fury ...,-vertible
300 HP, Power steering. pcwer brakes
power windows, stereo tape chrome
wheels. Perfect cond.tion. 252-9627.

FURNISHED APT. Two bedroom. Close
to campus. Good parking. 350 S. 10th
St., #4. 293-4955.
$55, FURNISHED bedroom, kitchen &
bath. Near SJS. Heat. All utilities paid.
Girl, nonsmoker. 292-1327.

’61 BONNEVILLE convertible. All extras.
Nee r,e, ad ,nnsrnission. Mochanica’’y
sound. Sharp .nside and out. Offer. 213’
6121 after 5 o m.

THREE ROOM COTTAGE for two girls.
Furnished, utilities and garbage paid.
$75 per month. Call Mr. Henry after 1
p.m. 297-5003. 347 Keyes St.

’58 KARMANN-GHIA convertible. Good
condition. $625. See at 15839 Edmund
Dr. Los Gatos. Call 356-7797.
’64 TRIUMPH 500 S.R. Stock and in
good condition. $725, or best offer. Call
286-6143.

ciotNa

’59 STUDEBAKER LARK. New fuel pump
points, condenser. fan belt & radiator
hose. Good tires, R. H, and overdrive.
$125. 294.0249.
’58 FORD
door. Good rur.
d.:
3
Call 287.1073 a.
’-66 VW
.me Back. White, t.
2,500
...in miles. Professor Magic
Ext. 25. /
264.9275,

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

’60 JAGUAR 150

’58 FORD FAIRLANE, two door,
steering, new Ores shocks. ge-,-.
battery, brakes & plugs. Runs fine. I
Call 287.1981,

-

CUSHMAN EAGLE motor scooter. C.
condition. 1135. Call 378.2278.
’60 CORVAIR. $100. 3 speeri
white walls. Buzz, 295.9898
’61 PONTIAC TEMPEST. N.engine and drive ’fair. Record
run like new. Must sell, $385
Call 738-1326 or 736.0463.
’56 CHEVY. V.8, R/I-1
clean runs well. $400
253.1810 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE

PIP 71-f DRAFT BOAR2 TAKE yOlJ,l-IENLEY, OR ASA I
TO HAVE TO 111T LIP WITH YOL1 TH 1(E41’ OF IS’ TERAN?

’0GLL,

Wire wheels
it 379-451’

after 6 p.m.

R ’H
’,es ,

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114,

D
ID
ID
Ei
El

131

SKI BOOTS, KOLFLACH. Only used
three times. Perfect condition. 91h. Be,i
offer. Call 287-0763, George. aft. 7 p.m.
KNISSELRED STARS, 210 em. Excellent
shape, Nevada toes, Marker heels. Si 25.
Call 246.0616 after 3 p.m.
WOOD LATHE $15. Radial drill press
37 Industrial, 8" Tilt Arbor table saw.
537.50. All new. 292-0409.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

0

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Three times Me times

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

UNAPPROVED APT, for girls. One bedroom. Spacious. One block from campus.
$100. 415 S. 5th St. 292-3095,
HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 bedrooms. Near
college. $22,000. Call 269.8034. 475 S.
15th St.
LOST AND FOUND

16)

LOST: Yellow gold Hampden watch, in
vicinity of Library. Reward. 287-6189.
Mary.
PERSONALS 171
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Latimer.. 354-1273.
THIEF, whoever you are, if my tape recorder is returned, no charges. If not,
five years for felony. 286-8695.

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Name

In.,
linos
lines
In.,

One time

Add this
amount for
each additional line

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Or,,-.

-

WANTED: Male roommate. One bedroom apt. Close to SJS. $44.75 Per
month. 287-0632, before 4:30 p.m. or
after 10 p.m.
SINGLE ROOM FOR RENT. One block
from campus, quiet and pleasant. Call
294.9687, Mrs. Hawkins,

11-

’63 VOLKSWAGEN. Clear, low thHeage
good condition & seat belts. $988. Call
225-35S7.
’65 HONDA CB 160 Scrambler. Asking
$450. Good condition. Call 293-8337
after 5 p.m.
29 CHRYSLER, four door sedan. Chevy
running gear. Restorable. $650. 287.0492.

Na refunds possible on canceled ads.

SERVICES

181

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annuallv. Dave Towle, 244-9600.
TYPING, in my home. Experienced, dependable and reasonable. Cell 294-1313.
SECRETARIAL SERVICE
210 South Ist St.
San Jose, Calif.
2864135
All Hours - Typing - School Papers
Spanish Tutoring - Special Rates
ANGIE’S

(Please Print)

City

Phone

Fee

days.

Address
Start ad on
(Date)

Enclosed Is $

When it come s ’NO
to politics,is big business
a Mugwump? aismovw
Some sharp tongues define "mtigwunir as a
political animal with his "mug" on one side
of the fence. his "wump" on the other. Clearer
heads claim it a stamp of independence. The
definition and corporate stance Western Electric takes is strictly nonpartisan.
But nonpartisan as WE must he, we recognize that, to he an effective citizen, the individual must become a political partisan. And
it means being more active than just showing
up at the polls. So we do our best to encourage our 170,000 people to express their

TUTORING: Math, Arith.. Algebra, Trig.,
Geometry. Calculus. Sciences, Physics.
Engineering Chem, Call 294.1313,

political leanings - in whatever direction.
We do it by sponsoring a "Democracy in
Action" program that takes no sides, hut

TRANSPORTATION (91

explores all angles. WE people -white collar,
blue collar - lead it. Long before elections,
courses are given at WE locations. Background subjects include such Soc. and Eco.
considerations as -l’he Persistent Problem of

RIDE NEEDED: Tues. and Thurs., to and
from Monterey, Del Rey Oaks district.
Will pay. Please call Mrs. Bowman, 394.
8796 after 8:30 p.m. on weekdays or
anytime on weekends,

-11

Unemployment ...The Negro’s Long Struggle
... America’s Balance of Payments. Booklets
are handed out that answer questions like:
"How can I get started in politics? How can I
use my talents to serve my party?"
Before elections, Back Your Party rallies
are held. Bunting and posters hung. Politicians from both national parties are invited to
speak. A dialogue develops.
Thousands of WE people participate. It
stirs up their political juices. Helps make
them better informed, ergo: better citizens.
As a national company, in the Bell System
to make ever-better communications equipment, we believe such basic communications
are vital. It’s also fun!

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

,

1

=

